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Dear Brother and
Sister Explorers
in North America,

together they learn to live this life and truth and love,
even with their weaknesses and mistakes. We as
spiritual guides are with them and we guide them on
this way of life.

The way of the
Explorer of the
FSE means to
me, as a priest
and bishop, a
form of Christian
life which
prepares young
men to take
responsibility for
themselves and
their actions. During my pastoral service, I have come across
nothing better than the way of the Catholic Scout of Europe, what
you call Exploring in North America. Because it prepares boys
and girls to share with each other their spiritual
and material goods, which the Lord gives to usEarth and all creation. To use them in
happiness, but with good measure, and to
remember that we must leave this Earth to the
next generation better and nicer than we found
it. Jesus Christ teaches us, through the
Explorer laws to love God, to love my brothers
and sisters, to serve them and to find God
present in all created things.
For our young members of FSE in Slovakia,
of which our number is yet small, the FSE
means big adventure, community, where
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I am happy that this idea of Catholic Exploring is
growing in North America, in Philadelphia and other
places where there are young people who want to
share the ideas of B.P. and in the spirit of Father
Jacques Sevin S.J. in the Christian style of life
according to the Gospels.
Don’t worry, you have brothers and sisters in Europe,
who are with you, connecting in prayer.
I wish you a great zeal and openness to the hearing the Lord on
this way of adventure in Eternity.
God Bless you,
+Milan Lach SJ,
Auxiliary Bishop of Archeparchy of Presov in
Slovakia

1st St. John Neumann leaders
present a painting of their patron
Saint to Bishop Lach on the
occasion of his visit to the USA.
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From the Founder's Desk
Dear FNE brothers and sisters:
Welcome to a new Explorer year, a year that will be filled with
excitement, joy, adventure, the great outdoors all within our Christ
centered program.
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Catholic Exploring
for the whole
family!

Our movement continues to grow and strengthen thanks to the many
dedicated, caring and loving adults that serve our youth and our FNE movement in such an excellent
and sustained manner.
For you as Otters or Timber Wolves, or Explorers or Wayfarer Explorers to really benefit from and fully
enjoy your FNE program experience remember to always do your best, to keep your Promise the Law,
to help others, to truly see each other as brothers or sisters and to live our Catholic faith as well as
we can.
In August of 2014 some 63 boy and girl Explorers along with their leaders travelled to Normandy in
France to camp with 12,500 of their brothers and sisters. What an amazing adventure this was! It is
true that “we are the same blood you and I” as we played, cooked, prayed, sang, danced and
travelled together. Imagine that no matter what language was spoken (some 20 different ones in all)
or from what country you came from we wear the same uniform, have the same promise and law and
truly enjoy being part of a large family where every member is special, loved and valued. As they
chant in timber wolves… “The strength of the Den is the Wolf and the strength of the wolf is the
Den”. How very true this is!
We are inviting all interested youth at all levels of our FNE family to enter a contest to send us either
a handmade drawing of what you like best about being a member of our FNE family or to write us a
story about an experience that you have had as a youth member that was extra special or unique to
you.
We will publish the best drawings and stories both in the next issue of “The Explorer” and on an
ongoing basis on our National FNE web site (www.fneexplorers.com and / or on our Facebook page
located at Federation of North-American Explorers [FNE]
Deadline for submission is February 01st 2015. Please mail your great work to Paul Ritchi General
Commissioner c/o 43 Bluesky Cres. Richmond Hill, ON L4C 8J2 Canada.
In future months and years we will be gathering together various FNE groups at the Timber Wolf,
Explorer and Wayfarer Explorer levels both here in North-America and on an International Pilgrimage
to Rome Italy (currently limited to boys, working on a possible option for our girls too) for Easter
week 2017. In Italy we will meet and camp with our Italian Timber wolves, Explorers and Wayfarer
Explorers before commencing on our Pilgrimage.
Our FNE movement last June and our larger International movement the FSE last August consecrated
ourselves to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Remember that the consecration and enthronement is the
official and social recognition of the loving Kingship of the Heart of Jesus in a Christian family. As FNE
members, we belong to a family, which is even larger worldwide. The FNE shows this recognition by
giving a special place of honour to the Sacred Heart not only in our prayer life and in our souls but
also in a visible manner on our uniform as a public and official sign of our consecration.
It is not a badge we win and put on our uniforms, it is a way of life. We officially recognize a
permanent state of devotedness, frankness and purity that we promised to observe, asking it through
the special protection of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Remember this each and every day and pray to
the Sacred Heart of Jesus for protection, guidance and salvation.
To learn more please visit http://www.fneexplorers.com/consecration-and-enthronement-federationnorth-american-explorers-sacred-heart-jesus
Semper Parati!
Paul Ritchi

We live our Catholic faith
through this program and
invite you to live the
adventure with us. Contact
us today for info on our
programs for girls and boys!
FNE General Commissioner:
paul.ritchi@gmail.com
FNE President:
cwhasson@verizon.net
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Exploring Nature to Find God
By Brother AndreMarie M.I.C.M.
(Brother Black Bear)

creation, but stop short of seeing God in it. There are even
people who worship the created world. Of these, Saint
Paul says that they “changed the truth of God into a lie;
and worshipped and served the creature rather than the
Creator, who is blessed for ever” (Rom. 1:25).

As our Commissioner, Mr.
Paul Ritchi, has
explained, the purpose of
FNE may be summarized
in three words: “to save
souls.” Exploring in its
various facets — the Explorer Law, the Explorer Promise,
camping, meetings, woodcraft, summer camps, etc. — is
but a means of that chief object of the Christian life:
union with the Holy Trinity here in this life and hereafter
in Heaven.
All these aspects of FNE are wonderful, but most
But God made his Creation in such a way that we could
wonderful of all is their Purpose, God Himself. In this
see Him reflected in its beauties, and He wants us to find
light, I would like to consider the sixth point of the
Him there. In the Old Testament, Solomon wrote this:
Explorer Law: “An explorer sees in nature God’s
“For by the greatness of the beauty, and of the creature,
creations; he loves plants and animals.” Ancient
the creator of them may be seen, so as to be
Greek philosophers believed that nature was a
known thereby” (Wis. 13:5). Saint Paul,
When we see truth,
knowable reality that could lead man to
agreeing with this testimony, writes, “For
wisdom
goodness, and
the invisible things of him [God], from the
if he contemplated it. The Bible makes it very
beauty in creation, creation of the world, are clearly seen,
clear, as we will soon see, that God can be
we see a reflection being understood by the things that are
discovered by the reasonable consideration of
made; his eternal power also, and
of God’s truth,
His Creation. Medieval Catholic theologians
divinity” (Rom. 1:20). Saint Paul is being
goodness, and
referred to “the Book of Nature,” which they
deliberately ironic here when he writes that
saw as the natural revelation of God standing
beauty.
what is “invisible” in God is “clearly seen”
alongside this supernatural revelation of God
in creation. Our intelligence can see (hear,
in Scripture and Apostolic Tradition. And
smell, taste, touch) the visible universe and
Vatican I infallibly teaches us that man, using his unaided
reason to the existence of God, and even to some of His
reason alone, can come to the knowledge of the one, true
divine perfections. This means that plants, animals,
God. There are those who see and love God’s wondrous
rocks, oceans, rivers, clouds, the sky, etc., can teach us
about God. In his Confessions, Saint Augustine beholds
the marvels of nature, and imagines them telling him, “We
are not God, but he made us.” He goes on, “My inner
man knew these things through the ministry of the outer
man, and I, the inner man, knew all this — I, the soul,
through the senses of my body. I asked the whole frame of
earth about my God, and it answered, ‘I am not he, but he
made me.’”
When we see truth, goodness, and beauty in creation, we
see a reflection of God’s truth, goodness, and beauty. The
depth of the ocean, the vastness of space, and the
enormity of a whale point us to God’s immensity. A crack
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of thunder, a flash of lightening, and a storm at sea teach
us of God’s might and power. The repeated motion of the
heavenly bodies, the cycles of the seasons, and the
progress of time point us to God’s eternity. A mother hen
brooding over her young shows us a faint glimmer of
God’s tenderness. This last is not my image, but was
taught us by Our Lord Himself: “Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
thou that killest the prophets, and stonest them that are
sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered together
thy children, as the hen doth gather her chickens under
her wings, and thou wouldest not?” (Matt. 23:37).

... I am the vine: you the branches: he that abideth in me,
and I in him, the same beareth much fruit: for
without me you can do nothing. ... In this is my Father
glorified; that you bring forth very much fruit,
and become my disciples” (John 15:1,5,8). From this
vine, learn a lesson: God wants you to bear fruit.
What fruit? The fruits of good works, the fruits of
holiness, the fruits of the Holy Ghost: Charity, Joy,

Is it any wonder that King David, in Psalm 148, invites all
of creation — sun, moon, stars, dragons, fire, hail, snow,
ice, winds, cattle, serpents, feathered foul, etc. — to join
him in praising God? (Crack open your Bible and give it
a read. Better yet, pray it.) When the Eternal Word
through whom all things were made became Incarnate,
He taught us in
parables. Saint Matthew attributes these words of King
David to our Savior: “I will open my mouth in parables, I
will utter things hidden from the foundation of the
world” (Psalm 77:2, Matthew 13:35).

When you see that vines really have to be “purged” (John
15:2) in order to bear more fruit, you will understand the
reality of suffering and mortification better.
Because we can see God in creation, the Catholic
imagination has found in plants and animals many
diverse symbols of God, Our Lady, the Saints, the
sacraments, the Christian virtues, and other mysteries of
the Faith. Consider the symbols of your own FNE Group.
Some of you are in groups with names like the North Star,
Stella Maris, Morning Star, Mount Monadnock. There are
animal symbols, plant symbols, etc., in our heraldry. Look
at our new FNE badge: It has a trillium, a six-pointed
star,
and three fleur-de-lys in it. Why? What do these
symbolize? Do a little exploring yourself to find out the
answers.

How did Jesus “utter things hidden from the foundation
of the world”? In parables that speak of such things as a
mustard seed, vineyards, rain, soil, pearls, fish, sheep,
birds, the sky, the lilies of the field, herbs, yeast, trees,
figs, wine, wheat, and even weeds (called “cockle” or
“tares”). He tells us “Now of the fig tree learn ye a
parable” (Mark 13:28).
God made a fig tree a teacher!
Jesus would have us explore these creatures of His to
discover Himself and His Kingdom — the Catholic
Church.
And yes, for all eternity, God knew that His Church would
be built on the rock of Saint Peter. When He created
rocks, the Divine Mind already knew that the solidity,
strength, gravity, and firmness of the that noble substance
would one day stand for His first Pope and His only
Church. Find, if you can, a grape vine and then read this:
“I am the true vine; and my Father is the husbandman.
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Peace, Patience, Benignity, Goodness, Long-suffering,
Mildness, Fidelity, Modesty, Continence, and Chastity.

If you are interested in further explorations of the Book of
Nature, you may enjoy finding out the answers to these
questions:
• Why is a bee the symbol of Our Lady?
• Why is a fish the symbol of Saint Raphael?
• Why is a Pelican the Symbol of Jesus on the Cross and
of the Eucharist?
• Why is a Phoenix the symbol of the Resurrection?
• Why is a man the symbol of Saint Matthew?
• Why is a lion the symbol of Saint Mark?
• Why is a bull the symbol of Saint Luke?
• Why is the eagle a symbol of Saint John?
• Why is a raven the Symbol of Saint Benedict?
• Why is a shell a symbol of Saint James? (Hint: It’s the
“cockle shells” of “Mary, Mary, QuiteContrary.”)
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EXPLORING: WHAT IT IS AND
WHAT IT IS NOT
Zbigniew Minda

www.thedump.scoutscan.com/a2sm.pdf. Exploring is all
about the game, which is a natural thing for boys and
Here we are in the Federation
girls at the age of 8 to 18. Of course, the proper moment
of European Scouting, so we
of Explorer life is between 12 and 17 when you are
will talk here about what we
adolescent and when you establish a kind of your own
are doing. In other federations they can do those things in
“gang” – a patrol, without adults, with one of you, 15-16different manner. That’s their right. So, this is not a
year-old let’s say, as the chief. When it works it is
polemic directed to outside, but a reflection for insiders
marvelous. You have your destiny in your own hands. It’s
with encouragement to discover and put into practice this
not like at school where there is always a teacher to
blessed method, spirit and style of Scouts of
supervise you or during some after-school
Europe. This is my first text in English, as I
activity like riding horse for example, when
saw a lot of people from the States reading my Exploring is a big you are always with a coach. No coaching, no
blog. From Chris I know that it’s not only
teaching, just a group of friends and
space of liberty
Gienek who understands Polish.
adventure. Of course you promise to obey the
for young people Explorer Law, so this adventure is not to
How I conceive exploring, in particular
smoke or drink or do the bad things. “An
catholic exploring, I owe to Maurice Ollier
Explorer's honor is to be trusted”. If you do
from France. He is one of the first French
bad things you show that you cannot be trusted.
Scouts of Europe, since about 1958 or even earlier. He
The game is over. But you simply do not need to do bad
founded Carrick, the explorer shop, and he used to be
things with your friends, because there are so many good
Federal Commissioner from 1986 to 89. He was a
adventures to make life exciting that bad things are simply
personal teacher of new born Polish FSE association in
boring. In this sense Exploring is a big SPACE OF
the beginning of 90's. I spent a lot of time with him,
LIBERTY for young people.
especially in his lovely Burgundian house at Nuit-StGeorges, not far from Dijon, France. He is our French
Five goals during each activity
and federal historian and archivist. He knows virtually
everything about FSE. Essentially what Maurice says
about exploring is all from Baden-Powell and Ven Fr.
When thinking about an Explorer activity we shall have in
Sevin.
mind that we always try to have elements corresponding
to 5 goals. We do not only play, but also pray, not only
Exploring is a game
sing but also serve, not only cook, but also climb a hill,
I suppose that you read Aides for Scoutmastership by
not only laugh but also serve each other. Look at the
Baden-Powell. If not, here is the text: http://
requirements for the second and the first class. There are
FORMER FSE FEDERAL
COMMISSIONER
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always things concerning each of the 5 goals: health,
We create an authentic Space of Liberty in exploring,
m a n u a l a b i l i t y,
where decisions are
character, service,
taken mostly by
God. When you
Council of Patrol
only pray, it won’t
and by Council of
be Exploring but a
Troop or Company.
parish group of
These decisions are
prayer. If you only
taken according to
play in the forest it
the Explorer Law
won’t be Exploring
and to what your
but young marines
fundamental texts
preparing for
and
your
Afghanistan. If you
Commissioners
only cook it won’t
indicate to you. All
be Exploring but a
these must respect
gourmand club. If
the internal
you only sing it
dynamic of the
won’t be Exploring
explorer method
but a choir. So
which must serve
We create an authentic
during each activity,
the joyful game of
let’s try to do all the elements. Even
young people encouraging them to take
Space of Liberty in
during pilgrimage, do it in an Exploring
responsibility. When you try to treat
exploring
manner: cook at the fire, have a fire of
exploring as an instrument for something
expression (theater with actors and
else, be it very good, you begin to
songs), take photos, etc. give each boy and
d e s t ro y t h i s i n t e r n a l d y n a m i c . I
girl a responsibility for the smallest aspect of your event.
understand that sometimes it is not easy to apply. Let me
Your pilgrimage must be an Explorer pilgrimage not any
give some examples. When the parish priest think that
pilgrimage. And so with each activity.
scouts are to serve the Holy Mass, the risk is that
probably they will not have too much time to live the
Chiefs are 20-year-olds
explorer life in the forest. When there is an adult, group
chief or commissioner who thinks that explorers must
Sometimes 30-, 40-, 50-year-olds and more who are
promote environmental causes, the result will be the
commissioners or chiefs of groups think that they are the
same. Or when politicians try to use explorer structures
big chiefs in exploring. It’s a mistake. Of course there
for electoral aims. Or a Church institution as a mean to
must be commissioners – normally adults 30 years old
get vocations for it. When you insist on the instrumental
and more, but the unique, true chiefs are chiefs of units,
value of exploring for something else, a good cause, you
normally young adults at the age of 18 to 26, more or
will underestimate the value of the Space of Liberty of the
less. Why is that so? Because either you have them or you
patrol to freely determine their own activities and goals,
won’t have young boys and girls of 12 to 17. Simple.
of course within the boundaries set by the Explorer Law.
Then, exploring offers to young adults 18 to 26 years old
What then? Exploring is not designed to promote good
a unique mean of formation, hardly findable in other
things? Of course it is, but in its own manner, according
places, that is responsibility as a chief of an enterprise of
to its internal dynamic. Not for something from outside
20-30 young boys or girls. Maybe in the States there is
pushing it in some external direction. We trust that the
more culture of entrepreneurship, hence more normal to
internal dynamic of scouting will produce much more
be CEO at the age of 20 and even less. Perhaps.
interesting results coming from within. There will be
Nevertheless, scouting has something unique for them – to
vocations for the Church and for political life, for
be chief, not only as a mean of formation to leadership,
whatever you want, but that shall be generated indirectly
but also a mean to acquire experience in the field of
and spontaneously, in full freedom, coming from boys and
education of youngsters. This will be full of value at the
girls themselves.
moment of having one’s own family and children. This is a
general indication to the hierarchy of the movement to
count on the young adults of 18-26. To let them decide
about the big questions of the movement during national
assembly and in everyday life of upper level of hierarchy.
I will talk later about hierarchy, which must be really at
the service of chiefs of units and not create too much
burdens for them.
Exploring is not to be treated instrumentally.
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FNE and the Spirit of St. Francis
by David Smith, North Star FNE
Deputy GroupLeader
I would like to call the reader’s

attention to a very important (in my
opinion) address by Archbishop
Charles Chaput of Philadelphia,
“Without Gloss: Francis of Assisi
and Western Catholicism.”1
The figure of St. Francis of Assisi looms large in the
Federation of European Scouting (FSE), of which the
Federation of North-American Explorers (FNE) is a small
part. St. Francis is the patron saint of our boy Timber
Wolves (St. Clare of Assisi of our girl Timber Wolves;
together, the patrons of the entire yellow branch), and our
male Wayfarers (Rovers) wear a brown neckerchief in the
Franciscan spirit (in addition, it is a square necker rather
than the usual triangular one to symbolize their
willingness to share with those in need). Our goal is to
help our young men and women learn how to live a life of
simplicity, joy, and freedom – much like St. Francis
himself, who, as His Grace points out, is rightly
remembered “for his joy and freedom of spirit.” It is not
simply for his “gentle love of nature” that St. Francis is a
patron of our movement. Like their patron, our Timber
Wolves are very devoted to Jesus in the Most Blessed
Sacrament:
In his biography of Francis, Augustine
Thompson – the Dominican author – notes that
Francis had a passionate devotion to the Blessed
Sacrament. It was the heart of his life. The Mass
was the grounding for all his work. There’s no
way of reinterpreting Francis in generically dogooder or humanitarian terms. He had hard
words for those who oppressed the poor, but even
harsher words for those who ignored the
Eucharistic presence.

!
Adoration of the Most Blessed Sacrament at summer
camp
One thing that strikes me about St. Francis is how he is
countercultural in every age. Abp. Chaput points out that,
were he alive today, St. Francis would be seen as a
“religious crank.” But this attitude is not unique to
moderns. St. Francis was disinherited by his own father
and later fought his own brother friars who wanted to
modify the Franciscan rule “to the times, and make it less
demanding.” How often do we hear today of how this
organization or that must change its teachings to conform
to contemporary attitudes, whether it be in the Church,
with calls for the ordination of women or the reception of
Holy Communion for those in irregular marriages, or
even among youth movements tracing their origin to the
work of Lord Baden-Powell, with calls to abandon the
traditional Promise (or Oath) and to modify the Law to
make it relevant for today’s youth. St. Francis reminds us
that we must stay true to our principles even in the face of
opposition from today’s culture.

1

http://catholicphilly.com/2014/04/think-tank/homilies-speeches/without-gloss-francis-of-assisi-andwestern-catholicism/
THE EXPLORER
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Baden-Powell (in Rovering to Success) reminds young
people to resist the tendency to go along with the crowd:
I think the idea of B-P’s, when he invited young
people to go against the current, to know how to
“paddle your own canoe,” is still extremely
valuable today, when fad and fashion, so to
speak, and even thought are so influenced by the
mass media. And cuckoos and charlatans are
found everywhere, unfortunately also in high
places!
!
The joy and freedom of the Timber Wolf
Before I close, I would like to call attention to two articles
on the UIGSE-FSE web site. The first, “The UIGSE
Today,”2 is a brief recounting of the current status of our
movement:
The author reminds us that the Law was given to us by
our founders and it is not something that can be changed
to keep up with society:
The talks that we regularly have with the
Pontifical Council for the Laity comfort us and
encourage us to go on working at the service of
families and youth, not in a “new wave”
scouting but on the contrary by releasing nothing
of what is the heart of our proposal. The values
which are at the centre of our method cannot be
changed. Technology, philosophy, fashion, habits
or other things have no grip on what we want to
be, because our values are anchored on natural
morals, which is at the basis of any education.
We can observe it during the last forty years:
every time an association has put in perspective3
the scout law, it has been gradually deleted.
These examples should help us not to fall into the
trap of fashions or momentary mistakes but on
the contrary to do our best to make as many boys
and girls as possible discover the scout joy and
share it around them.
The second is a wonderful talk was given at a conference
for FSE religious advisers, “La Loi Scout. Le Programme
d’une Vie Droite et Attrayante”4 (“The Explorer Law: A
Program of a Righteous and Attractive Life”).
There are many beautiful exhortations and reminders in
this talk. For example, the author reminds us that Lord
2

However, the author does devote a section to St. Francis
of Assisi and this is worth quoting at length (my apologies
for the translation):
St. Francis was chosen as the patron of Timber
Wolves because he is a saint full of goodness,
gentleness, and sensitivity.He is strong. His
figure is not steeped in legend as is that of St.
George, but is concrete, historical, and
documented.
And yet there is also about St. Francis a
legendary aura of candor, present especially in
the “Fioretti” [the Little Flowers of St. Francis,
stories from the saint’s life and work]. But it
must be a candor born of wonder, felt the
brothers who followed the master, enchanted by
his holy simplicity and his friendship with
animals both mild and fierce. The Saint spoke to
them with the simplicity of heart of one who has
gotten rid of all human “packaging” before
developing an appetite for luxury, power, or
success.
This behavior is full of instruction for Timber
Wolves, boy and girl, and can fill us, especially
leaders, with shame, if we fail to match this
sensibility – happy in freedom from greed – with
our own – sometimes too dependent on the
opinions and requirements expressed by what we
call “society,” an ambiguous word that allows
us to justify ourselves perhaps a little too
quickly.
And yet, one who has learned to take the road
less traveled, who has enjoyed the water of clear
mountain streams, who has felt the goodness,
beauty, and warmth of the evening fire, who has
felt his face touched by a warm breeze on a
spring day or whipped by the cutting wind of
winter, who has helped a brother in difficulty,

http://uigse-fse.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/THE-%C2%AB-UIGSE-%C2%BB-TODAY.pdf

3

This is a literal translation but I think a better way of putting it into English would be “relativized” or
“made a matter of opinion.”
4

http://uigse-fse.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/96.11_CF_la-loi-scoute_FR.pdf (in French; no official
English translation available)
THE EXPLORER
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shared with him a last sip of water, can
understand the message of the revolutionary
“Poverello” [little poor man] of Assisi. This
message is not revolutionary merely because of
the refusal or extreme reduction of wealth – for
which, nevertheless, many men sacrifice
attachments, time, and energy – but because it is
a message of simplicity, and only those who are
as simple as children enter the kingdom.
Thus it is that whoever drives in a car can hear
the whisper of wind through the woods in a
mysterious rustling; thus it is that one cannot
stop himself from facing, in ecstasy, the splendor
of a hidden mountain flower giving glory to its
Creator with all its beauty, impossible to
reproduce.
In the message of St. Francis, there is great
poetry, great philosophy, and especially a great
faith that pacifies the soul of one who does not
deal in the petty quarreling and desires of the
rich.
Let’s do what we can to keep the spirit of St. Francis of
Assisi in our own lives and in the lives of the youth we
serve. As Abp. Chaput
puts it in his closing
paragraph:
From the
cross at San
Damiano,
Jesus said to
Francis:
Repair my
house, which
is falling into
ruin. Those
same words
are meant for
every
Christian life
and home and
parish. How
we respond is
up to us.
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FNE
Pedagogy: Our
five goals
by Jean-Luc Angelis, FSE
Envoy to North-America
The Explorer pedagogy is based on the Scout
pedagogy practiced by the FSE. We propose through
this article to understand the basics, the engines of
this method.
We have 5 goals to boost our activities. And these 5
goals make sense to every moment in our daily life
during Explorer activities or our personal life.
Otherwise we would be merely a youth movement
among others.
This is the pedagogy that distinguishes us and
support all the dynamics of the human person that
we have to take care as educators.
Our sources are easy to find! Baden-Powell, Father
Sevin - a Jesuit who developed the Scouts de France
at the beginning of Scouting in France - and the
teaching of the Church, the expert in humanity.
But, now, imagine a balance ...
First there is the foundation of all health. We will
call it the base of the balance.
To live in nature requires a good physical condition
but also following a few safety rules. This means to
tame cold, light a fire... wash (even in winter). If a
boy or girl does not have sound health, Exploring
seems compromised. (We will not discuss here the
case of Exploring that deals with disabled children.
This is a very specific question).
Then we have the formation of character! This is the
first side of the balance. By the responsibilities
entrusted by its place in a patrol a boy or a girl
learns to exercise their character, to live with others,
to develop their skills. To cope! Our contemporary
societies need men and women of character.
The second side of the balance is the goal of service.
The Explorer serves and helps others. He supports
others with his smile, his love, his help. Every day he
makes his good action. Without the sense of service,
our balance is unbalanced through the character. A
boy or a girl can become very good technically ...
But he or she will be so proud than he or she will
forget others and becomes selfish. So how important
is service? If we learn the skills, if we develop our
!9
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character, this is for us, of course, and more
importantly for others. That is why the service is so
fundamental.
In any balance, there is an arrow to hold the set.
This arrow is the goal of being concrete. It is the
relationship with the world. Every child should be
able to use natural elements without destroying. He
is able to be resourceful and skillful. He knows how
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The Federation of
North American
Explorers
Comes to
Oklahoma
By Father Joseph
Portzer FSSP

The Explorer Law is a summary
of the Gospel.
to use his hands, his tools. He learns to move from
idea to realization.
Finally at the top of our arrow is the ultimate goal.
Here we talk about the relationship with God.
All our activities aim to develop the love of God and
of the Church. Participation in the sacraments,
prayer patrol as personal prayer are key elements,
factors.
But be careful! The meaning of God dwells in mind
in all of our activities. There is no need to declare it
at every time.
When a child plays, we teach him to play in a
Christian spirit. Father Sevin said that the Explorer
Law is a summary of the Gospel.
And he added also that the most important thing was
to make children play rather than preach sermons
and say prayers all the time. As educators we can
easily understand it.
To conclude :
We quickly expressed here the five goals. In fact, we
could develop the subject further and deepen it.
Here, we deliver paths for reflection.
These 5 goals just show us that we are not
professionals trying to teach Exploring to young
people. We are educators. And we teach to our
most experienced boys and girls how to teach to the
youngest these five principles of common sense
through all our activities.

THE EXPLORER

Recently a Catholic movement that has been a
powerful source for good in the Catholic Church in
Europe has branched out across the Atlantic, being
established first in Canada and then in the United
States. Rather surprisingly, one of its first new
centers is Oklahoma, which is called the buckle of
the bible belt. The sharp new uniforms and happy
faces in the group photo of the 34 new young
members caught the attention of parishioners when
the Federation of North American Explorers (FNE)
had their first fundraiser, a successful bake sale, in
the kitchen after the Sunday masses.
The FNE website (www.fneexplorers.com) describes
the FNE in these words, We are a volunteer Catholic
Christian faith-based youth movement. By
“movement” we mean that the varied FNE program
experience can help shape the character, social,
environmental, spiritual, leadership aspects of your
child into his or her adult life. Separate single
gender male or female program experiences include
weekly gatherings, regular field trips, all season
weekend camping opportunities, international travel
excursions and an annual summer camp.
Digging down into the history of the FNE, it is
found to be the Catholic version of the scouting
program for boys which was started by Lord Baden
Powell in England, and which became the ancestor
of multiple scouting programs worldwide. In
Europe different scouting organizations eventually
merged to become the Union Internationale des
Guides et Scouts d'Europe-Fédération Scoutisme
Européen (UIGSE-FSE). That French name
translates roughly as The International Union of
Guides and Scouts of Europe-The Federation of
European Scouting). The name Federation of North
!1 0
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American Explorers was adopted when this group,
now in 19 European countries with 55,000 members,
took root in North America.

abide by the law of both the pack and the jungle. In
Powell's system, the Jungle Book and other stories
are used to teach bravery, dependability, giving in to
authority but not to yourself, outdoor
As a seminarian of the
skills, and many other practical skills.
What do I hope for from
Fraternity of St. Peter, I was
A Roman Catholic priest, the
the FNE in this church? I
impressed by the Catholic
Venerable Jacques Sevin, took
hope that it will do what it
scouting movement which I
Powell's system and Catholicized it.
has done all over Europe
saw in Europe. When we
That is not to say that he was
would go on the annual
and especially in France: it unfaithful to Powell's vision. He met
Chartres pilgrimage the
with Powell in person and had lengthy
has passed on vibrant,
scouts and guides (the
discussions about his scouting system.
devout and active
members of the female
With great zeal he spread the Catholic
Catholicism
from
branch are called guides)
adaptation of the scouts, which Powell
generation to generation.
were to be seen everywhere,
said was the closest of all the versions
from rather young children
to his original vision. In one of those
all the way up to young
happy coincidences that catch our
adults. The older scouts seemed as tough as nails.
attention from time to time, the feast day of
Three days of hiking 20 miles each seemed to hardly
Venerable Jacques Sevin is the same as that of St.
faze them, and they were quite at home in the
Damien's patron, May 10th.
outdoors. They served as
acolytes for the masses, holding
What do I hope for from the FNE in
patens for the dozens of priests
this church? I hope that it will do
as thousands of people came
what it has done all over Europe and
forward for communion.
especially in France: it has passed on
vibrant, devout and active Catholicism
Even more impressive were the
from generation to generation. It has
vocational statistics. I would
kept the young in the Church. It has
estimate that 80% of my fellow
provided a steady stream of quality
seminarians in the French
vocations to the priesthood and
speaking part of our seminary
religious life. It has acted as an
had been formed in the scouting
antidote to the religious boredom that
program. When I was assigned
seems to have much of Western
to my first parish in 2000 I
civilization in its grip. We can use that
realized that a scouting program like I had seen in
here in the United States.
Europe would be a great blessing, but I did not know
how to get the materials in English that would
The FNE clearly states that it is not a youth group, it
produce a program as I had admired it in France. I
is a Catholic formation group. In this movement
did not know that the FNE was just getting started in
young Catholics acquire natural and supernatural
Canada, having launched in August of 1999. When
virtues while at the same time learning to live their
interested parishioners wanted to start an FNE group
faith in a world that is turning ever more away from
this year I was happy to approve the undertaking. It
the light of Christ. And while they are doing that,
was an answer to my desires of more than ten years
the young members are
ago.
so excited and happy
that they cannot wait
Lord Baden Powell was delighted by Rudyard
until the next weekly
Kipling's classic, The Jungle Book, and used it to
meeting. Welcome to St.
reach the minds of boys. A little boy, Mowgli, is
Damien's, Federation of
taken by wolves to a den, and is raised in a wolf
North American
pack. He learns wisdom from his elders, and must
Explorers!
THE EXPLORER
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Eurojam – Proof of a true
brotherhood and
sisterhood
Once every 10 years or so our larger home
movement known as the FSE calls together Explorer
Troops from all 21 member countries to come as a
family for a once in lifetime experience called
Eurojam. Euro means
European and jam means
jamboree… a term made
popular by the founder of our
program method Lord Robert
Baden-Powell.
The organization required
along with the extra ordinary
efforts of an all-volunteer
support team was absolutely
stunning and a marvel to see
and appreciate as many
Wayfarer Explorers and adult
leaders helped make Eurojam possible for all
12,500 participants.
To help one better appreciate the magnitude and
scope of this great adventure here are a few stats
to help boggle our minds…
•

6,000 vehicles passed through the camp
over the span of 10 days

•

Some 880 buses moved in and out of
Eurojam to deliver Explorers to Eurojam
and for a Pilgrimage to Lisieux

•

20 volunteer doctors
and 30 nurses staffed
the field hospital. Over
the 10 days some 1,800
people visited the field
hospital with no lifethreatening or extra
serious injuries (thanks
be to God!) reported

•

On average 25 of an available 60 hospital
beds where occupied at a time

•

Some 400 hand held radio’s supported
overall communications throughout Eurojam
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•

Complete tent cities where quickly
established to house all on site

•

We used 1.5 million liters of drinking water
that was transported through 10 km of
above ground pipes to supply various sub
camps with drinking water

•

We consumed 40 tons of bread and 301 tons
of dry and fresh food products
•The effort by our volunteers
throughout the 10 days of
Eurojam equated to 60 years
of effort by the volunteers

Eurojam brought the best of
our Explorer method and
program together… whereas
we lived in the woods, needed
to construct our own furniture
such as tables and benches,
cook our own food over an
open wood fire and lived in
tents. Was it challenging… you bet it was!
Normandy France while we were there suffered one
of the wettest and coolest summer in more than
two decades… just in time for Eurojam. One day it
rained without stopping for more than
30consecutive hours!
The Explorer law includes… An Explorer smiles and
whistles under all difficulties. So in spite of the
rain and excessive mud everywhere we all lived
that law without complaint. We did not allow the
rain to dampen our spirits or unduly impact the
delivery of a fantastic program.
From the moment that we
disembarked from or double
decker coach liner right behind
our Swiss brothers the
Explorers immediately felt at
home and part of a larger
family. Our Explorers marveled
how we all wear the same
uniform, hold fast to the same
Explorer Promise and Law, we stand proudly under
and fly our International flag the Baussant and
share in the underlying fabric that knits together
our movement and reason for being our Catholic
faith. Language never became an issue… the
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Explorers found ways to make themselves
effectively understood.

changed my mentality and attitude towards
Eurojam. I realized that even though we were all
from different countries, speaking different
It did not take long for individual Explorers to
languages, and complete strangers to each other,
develop a deep one on one friendship with their
we would be camping, living with these people.
brother Explorers especially those whom we shared
The camp itself was an amazing experience, but
camp with… the Slovaks, Romanians and two
the parts that stuck with me throughout the whole
patrols of Polish Explorers… a friendship that will
trip was the opening and closing ceremonies. He
carry on long after Eurojam
opening was very exciting
came to a close.
because it was breath-taking
to see so many people were
There are so many many
involved and taking part at
stories and adventures to
this camp. Even though we
tell… but due to space we
didn’t know anyone, I felt a
will share but just a few of
sense of connection between
the highlights. The opening
basically everyone I
ceremony was a massive one
encountered. And the
with all 12,500 of our
closing ceremony felt special
brother and sister Explorers
to me because it made me
coming together. Massive
realize that two weeks of
balloons where raised,
camp was more than
riders on horseback
enough to become
Processing with the relics of St. Therese
enacted the horrors of
almost like family with
war followed by youth
the other explorers from
leading others to a
so many different countries. And to this day, I still
peaceful shared humanity to Explorers proudly
keep in contact with the boys that I met during
carrying out the flags of all participating countries
Eurojam. This trip was the most fun I’ve had and
that where later raised by their respective county
definitely the most valuable. Opposite from the
General Commissioner. The singing of the official
beginning, on my way home from France, I noticed
Eurojam song http://www.eurojam.eu/officialthat my expectations were completely wrong, and I
anthem/ celebrating such a special and unique
would love to be able to have this experience
brother and sisterhood was truly remarkable and
again!
heartwarming.
A beautiful opening Mass with many Priests, 3
Bishops and 1 Archbishop (Archbishop Cyril who
lives at the Vatican who is also an Explorer Troop
leader as his time permits in Rome) who celebrated
the Mass for all of us. We had our own choir and
full size band who provided stunning music and
singing not only throughout Holy Mass but also for
the opening and closing ceremonies.
So what did our Explorers think of their Eurojam
experience…
My Eurojam experience by Patrol Chief Mingu Kang
So my expectations of Eurojam during departure
was that it would simply be a boring camp with a
lot more people. However when we arrived, we
were welcomed by countless amounts of Explorers,
both male and female. This moment completely
THE EXPLORER

My Eurojam experience by Explorer Eric Chong –
age 12
Eurojam was an unforgettable experience that not
many people can do but as an FNE Explorer I and
some other Explorers got a chance to go. In the
beginning when we first arrived in France we were
really excited that we could meet our brothers
form other countries. One morning at 5.45 a.m.
we walked across the ocean floor to Mount St.
Michael. It was really hard because it was cold and
we were tired. This was for us to prepare for
Eurojam. The first night at Eurojam was not very
easy because we had to sleep outside in the wild.
The most amazing part of the camping was when
everyone got together as one big family and
celebrated Mass.For a complete video story of
Eurojam please visit http://youtu.be/J5MvZ8i0IYM
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Where to find us
FNE Groups:
Four Arrows FNE (Toronto CA)
North Star FNE (Philadelphia/Southern NJ)
Stella Maris FNE (Miami FL)
Crusaders of the Holy Cross FNE (Atlanta GA)
Mount Monadnock FNE (Richmond NH)
Fr. Sebastian Rasle FNE (Oakland ME)
Northern Lights FNE (Madison WI)
Pope Blessed John Paul II FNE (Houston/Sugar Land TX)
St. Patrick FNE (Ottawa, ON)
St. Stephen FNE (Sacramento CA)
El Camino Real FNE (Oceanside/San Diego CA)
Morning Star FNE(Oklahoma City, OK)
Our Lady of the Annunciation FNE (Charles Town, WV)
St. Pius X FNE (Toronto)
Niagara River FNE (Niagara Falls, NY)
Regina Caeli FNE (Rapid City, SD)
Divine Mercy FNE (Branford, FL)
St. Catherine of Siena FNE (Wake Forest, NC)
St. Margaret Mary FNE (Midland, ON)
Confluence of the North American Martyrs FNE (Binghamton, NY)
St. Clement FNE (Ottawa, ON)
New York FNE (New York, NY)
Saint-François de Laval FNE (Ville de Quebec, Quebec)
Holy Trinity FNE (Cincinnati, OH)

To be named, but in formation:
Atlanta, GA (girls)
Dallas, TX
Northern California
Minneapolis, MN
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We offer a time tested program with the support of the Holy Father as an
association of the faithful of pontifical right. We consider the needs of
both boys and girls, with programs for both that allow them to grow as
the unique individuals God has created them to be. We are a lifelong
program and welcome college students and young adults 17-25 to take
part in our Wayfarer Explorer program for both men and women. The
adventure continues for a lifetime with the FNE. Help us build this
Christ centered Catholic Explorer movement by leading or donating to
our organization. We have no paid staff, so every dime donated to the
FNE goes directly to support the youth and our program in North
America. For more information, please email FNE General
commissioner Paul Ritchi at paul.ritchi@gmail.com or FNE President
Chris Hasson at cwhasson@verizon.net. Semper Parati!

FNE History Quiz (see next page for the
answer) Q: What is the historical significance
of the banner pictured above?
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PIONEERING
PROJECT
Our Explorers are to be free and self sufficient.
They must be able to build their installations at
each camp, which includes a table for patrol
meals, camp kitchen and cooking area, oratory
and gateway to the patrol's camp.

A: This is a banner handmade by the North
Star FNE group to present as a gift to the
Four Arrows FNE upon the occasion of the
first meeting and camp of the first two North
American Groups in the spring of 2012. It
bears the verse from 1Peter 2:17, which is
also quoted in our Explorer prayerbook.

St. John Bosco,
patron of Explorers
My children, jump, run
and play and make all
the noise you want but
avoid sin like the plague
and you will surely gain
heaven.
To know that you are
young is sufficient
reason for me to care for your welfare. I care for
you, because you have in your hearts the treasure of
virtue.

Pictured here is a basic gateway design that a
patrol might use for their camp. It's a basic
tripod design (which can also be used for the
camp table). The troop totem animal can be
placed on a sign or woven from natural
materials at the top of the gateway.
Don't forget to strip the bark, since we want to
give our best at all times, and make something
beautiful, even with simple tools and natural
materials.

Learn to flee from bad companions and bad books.
Instead, look for good ones. When tempted, turn
immediately to your guardian angel and ask him
with all your heart, “My guardian angel help me
now. Do not let me offend my God."

THE EXPLORER
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Did you know?
The Federation of North-American Explorers is
dedicated to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Across
North America this past June, all of our groups
celebrated the feast of the Sacred Heart by
completing the dedication and enthronement
ceremony.
It was on this occasion that we had our new FNE
coat of arms blessed, and began to wear this
throughout our association. So what is the
symbolism of the coat of arms?

The FNE coat-of-arms features first and foremost the Sacred
Heart of Our Lord Jesus Christ, to which our FSE movement
is dedicated, surrounded by the crown of thorns. In the upper
left is a six-pointed star, representing Our Lady as the
Immaculate Conception and Patroness of the United States of
America. In the upper right is the trillium, a North American
wildflower in the lily family, representing both St. Joseph, the
patron of Canada, and Ontario -- of which it is the provincial
flower -- where our FNE association was first founded. The
three symbols on our arms, taken together, represent the Holy
Family, in particular the devotion of FNE to the Holy Family
as a model and protector of the family in this day and age
where it is under constant assault. The red chevron
represents the Blood of Christ and the martyrs who shed their
blood for the Faith, together with three fleurs-de-lys of our
FSE movement. The fleur-de-lys is one of the most ancient
symbols of Christendom -- from the Byzantine Empire, where
it was a symbol of royalty and prosperity, to Lombard
France, where Our Lord Jesus Christ asked the kings to put it
on their flags as a sign of public recognition of His Social
Kingship. The fleur-de-lys of our movement is placed here
three times to represent the Holy Trinity, and on the chevron
of Christ's Blood that we may live by His example, sustained
by His Body and Blood, totally oriented toward God. The
upper field of the arms is blue, representing the mantle of
Our Lady who, by her motherly affection and protection,
watches over and protects our movement. All who wear these
arms devote themselves as sons and daughters of
Christendom to the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
THE EXPLORER
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